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The Temple University Hospital EEG Corpus (TUEG) [1] is the largest publicly available EEG corpus of 
its type and currently has over 5,000 subscribers (we currently average 35 new subscribers a week). Several 
valuable subsets of this corpus have been developed including the Temple University Hospital EEG Seizure 
Corpus (TUSZ) [2] and the Temple University Hospital EEG Artifact Corpus (TUAR) [3]. TUSZ contains 
manually annotated seizure events and has been widely used to develop seizure detection and prediction 
technology [4]. TUAR contains manually annotated artifacts and has been used to improve machine 
learning performance on seizure detection tasks [5]. In this poster, we will discuss recent improvements 
made to both corpora that are creating opportunities to improve machine learning performance. 

Two major concerns that were raised when v1.5.2 of TUSZ was released for the Neureka 2020 Epilepsy 
Challenge were: (1) the subjects contained in the training, development (validation) and blind evaluation 
sets were not mutually exclusive, and (2) high frequency seizures were not accurately annotated in all files. 
Regarding (1), there were 50 subjects in dev, 50 subjects in eval, and 592 subjects in train. There was one 
subject common to dev and eval, five subjects common to dev and train, and 13 subjects common between 
eval and train. Though this does not substantially influence performance for the current generation of 
technology, it could be a problem down the line as technology improves. Therefore, we have rebuilt the 
partitions of the data so that this overlap was removed. This required augmenting the evaluation and 
development data sets with new subjects that had not been previously annotated so that the size of these 
subsets remained approximately the same. Since these annotations were done by a new group of annotators, 
special care was taken to make sure the new annotators followed the same practices as the previous 
generations of annotators. Part of our quality control process was to have the new annotators review all 
previous annotations. This rigorous training coupled with a strict quality control process where annotators 
review a significant amount of each other’s work ensured that there is high interrater agreement between 
the two groups (kappa statistic greater than 0.8) [6].  

In the process of reviewing this data, we also decided to split long files into a series of smaller segments to 
facilitate processing of the data. Some subscribers found it difficult to process long files using Python code, 
which tends to be very memory intensive. We also found it inefficient to manipulate these long files in our 
annotation tool. In this release, the maximum duration of any single file is limited to 60 mins. This increased 
the number of edf files in the dev set from 1012 to 1832. 

Regarding (2), as part of discussions of several issues raised by a few subscribers, we discovered some files 
only had low frequency epileptiform events annotated (defined as events that ranged in frequency from 
2.5 Hz to 3 Hz), while others had events annotated that contained significant frequency content above 3 Hz. 
Though there were not many files that had this type of activity, it was enough of a concern to necessitate 
reviewing the entire corpus. An example of an epileptiform seizure event with frequency content higher 
than 3 Hz is shown in Figure 1. Annotating these additional events slightly increased the number of seizure 
events. In v1.5.2, there were 673 seizures, while in v1.5.3 there are 1239 events. 

One of the fertile areas for technology improvements is artifact reduction.  Artifacts and slowing constitute 
the two major error modalities in seizure detection [3]. This was a major reason we developed TUAR. It 
can be used to evaluate artifact detection and suppression technology as well as multimodal background 
models that explicitly model artifacts. An issue with TUAR was the practicality of the annotation tags used 
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when there are multiple simultaneous events. An example of such an event is shown in Figure 2. In this 
section of the file, there is an overlap of eye movement, electrode artifact, and muscle artifact events. We 
previously annotated such events using a convention that included annotating background along with any 
artifact that is present. The artifacts present would either be annotated with a single tag (e.g., MUSC) or a 
coupled artifact tag (e.g., MUSC+ELEC). When multiple channels have background, the tags become 
crowded and difficult to identify. This is one reason we now support a hierarchical annotation format using 
XML – annotations can be arbitrarily complex and support overlaps in time. 

Our annotators also reviewed specific eye movement artifacts (e.g., eye flutter, eyeblinks). Eye movements 
are often mistaken as seizures due to their similar morphology [7][8].  We have improved our understanding 
of ocular events and it has allowed us to annotate artifacts in the corpus more carefully. 

In this poster, we will present statistics on the newest releases of these corpora and discuss the impact these 
improvements have had on machine learning research. We will compare TUSZ v1.5.3 and TUAR v2.0.0 

 
Figure 1. An example of an epileptiform seizure event with frequency content greater than 3 Hz 

 

 
Figure 2. An example of an EEG file with multiple events occurring simultaneously 
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with previous versions of these corpora. We will release v1.5.3 of TUSZ and v2.0.0 of TUAR in Fall 2021 
prior to the symposium. 
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Introduction
• In TUSZ, every seizure event that occurs in a file has 

been annotated.
• This latest version of the corpus uses updated 

annotation standards to reduce the amount of 
mislabeled background that was contained in 
seizure files. This helps machine learning algorithms 
reduce their false alarm rate. 

• New documentation for the corpus includes:
q Annotation guidelines were updated to include 

high frequency seizures. 
q The overlap of subjects in training, development, 

and blind evaluation was removed. 
q Files > 1 hour were split into shorter segments to 

reduce computing memory requirements.

q Included absence (absz), complex partial (cpsz),  
generalized (gnsz), focal non-specific (fnsz), 
simple partial (spsz,) tonic-clonic (tcsz), and 
tonic (tnsz)

• However, artifacts were not annotated and are a 
major source of error for machine learning systems.

• In TUAR, every artifact event present in a file has 
been annotated. 

• Our annotation file format was modified to use XML, 
which enabled multiple artifact tags to be used at 
one time without causing clutter. 

Abstract
• The latest version of TUSZ (v1.5.3) and TUAR (v2.0.0) 

represents our efforts to review the quality of the 
annotations based on feedback from the community.  

• Enhancements to TUSZ include:
q High frequency seizures (above 3 Hz frequency) 

were annotated.
q The overlap of subjects in training, development, 

and blind evaluation was removed. 
q All annotations were reviewed by two annotators 

to ensure there is high interrater agreement 
among the annotators. 

q Long files were split into smaller sections to 
eliminate memory issues in the Python code. 

• Enhancements to TUAR include:
q Support of an XML format that allows 

annotations to be arbitrarily complex and 
support overlaps in time. 

q Eye movements and other artifacts were 
annotated with greater precision.

q Inclusion of artifact bleeding among channels
• The Temple University Hospital Seizure Detection 

Corpus (TUSZ) and TUH EEG Artifact Corpus (TUAR) 
are subsets of the TUH EEG Corpus (TUEG).

• TUEG currently includes over 5,000 subscribers.

Annotation Process
• In v1.5.2, each file was reviewed by a minimum of 

three annotators. 
• In v1.5.3, the previous annotations from v1.5.2 were 

reviewed using updated annotation guidelines. 
• The files are divided amongst the annotators and are 

annotated individually.
• After each file has been reviewed once, the 

annotators review their annotations together. This 
second step is repeated to ensure complex epileptic 
form activity present in files is consistently accurate.

• Inter-rater agreement is quite high (kappa > 0.8) for 
this process.

• Machine learning experiments are underway to 
assess the impact of the new annotations.

File Formats
• The longest duration files in the corpus can extend 

for hours, requiring Gbytes of memory in Python, 
making it difficult to annotate on laptops.

• Long files were split into smaller sections of one 
hour or less to eliminate these memory issues.

• We also deprecated our rec file format in favor of 
CSV and XML formats. Our users expressed a strong 
preference for CSV formats because it is an easy 
format to manipulate in Python.

• XML files allow more flexible descriptions of the 
annotations and allow annotations to be represented 
as directed graphs. 

• Below is a typical XML file (00000258_s002_t000):
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<label name="00000258_s002_t000" dtype="parent">
<endpoints name="endpoints" dtype="list">[[0.0, 1.0255]]</endpoints>
<probability name="probability" dtype="list">[1.0, 1.0]</probability>
<tcp_ar name="tcp_ar" dtype="parent">
<FP1-F7 name="FP1-F7" dtype="*">
<bckg name="bckg" dtype="parent">
<endpoints name="endpoints" dtype="list">[[0.0, 1.0255]]</endpoints>
<probability name="probability" dtype="list">[1.0]</probability>
</bckg>
</FP1-F7>
</tcp_ar>
</label>

• The CSV equivalent is:
# version = csv_v1.0.0
# montage file: C:\Users\Grace\Desktop\EEGResearch\nedc_annotator_v5.0.3\lib\ned
c_ann_eeg_tools_map_v01.txt
# annotation label file: C:\Users\Grace\Desktop\EEGResearch\nedc_annotator_v5.0.
3\lib\nedc_ann_eeg_tools_map_v01.txt
#
00000258_s002_t000, FP1-F7, 0.0000, 1.0255, bckg, 1.0000

Summary
• These corpora and supporting tools are open source 

and freely available at:
https://www.isip.piconepress.com/projects/tuh_eeg

For further information, contact help@nedcdata.org.
• Future release plans include:
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Updated Annotation Guidelines
• The official annotation guidelines used by NEDC can 

be found here: https://www.isip.piconepress.com/ 
publications/ reports/2020/tuh_eeg/annotations/.

• High frequency seizures have a frequency greater 
than 3 Hz. These seizures were not previously 
annotated in v1.5.2. 

• In v1.5.2 there were 718 seizures, while in v1.5.3 
there were 843 seizures annotated. 

• Instead of using only general seizures (gnsz) and 
focal seizures (fnsz) tags, the specific types of 
seizures were also annotated, including absz, cpsz, 
fnsz, spsz, tcsz, and tnsz

• All annotations were reviewed by two annotators to 
ensure accuracy and consistency among 
annotators. 

TUH EEG Artifact Corpus (TUAR: v2.1.0)
• This is a subset of TUH EEG (TUEG) developed to 

differentiate artifacts from seizure activity.
• The types of annotation tags include eye movement 

(eyem), muscle (musc), shivering (shiv), chewing 
(chew), and electrode (elec).

• In the case of multiple simultaneous artifact events, 
there are coupled tags (ex: musc+elec).

• Eye movement is often mistaken as seizure activity 
as seen below:

• TUAR v2.1.0 consists of eye movements that were 
annotated individually, as opposed to one 
continuous tag. 

• There are 310 files, 259 sessions, and 213 patients in 
the TUAR Corpus. It has been a popular choice to 
benchmark the performance of artifact detection. 

Database Version Description Expected 
Date

TUSZ v1.5.3 Improved annotations of /dev and 
elimination of patient overlap

December 
2021

TUAR v2.1.0 Improved annotations of eye 
movement

December 
2021

TUSZ v1.5.4 Improved annotations of /train 
and /eval March 2022

TUEG v2.0.0 Includes data from 2016-2021 May
2022

TUH EEG Seizure Corpus (TUSZ: v1.5.3) 
• This is a subset of TUH EEG (TUEG) developed to 

identify seizure activity
• In v1.5.3, there are three subsets; development, 

training, and blind evaluations
• Statistics for development subset for latest releases:

Development Releases v1.5.1 v1.5.2 v1.5.3

Patients 50 50 53

Sessions 259 238 341

Files 1152 1012 1832

Seizure Files 309 280 324

Total No. Seizure Events 718 673 1239

Total Duration (Hours) 191 170.3 435.5

Seizure Duration (Hours) 16.9 16.2 21.8
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